Students To Evaluate Courses, Teachers; Results To Be Kept Completely Confidential

Faculty Reticent On Proposal

In the wake of SC sanction of the Course and Teacher Evaluation Questionnaire, faculty members were fairly reticent as to their feelings. Of over ten professors and instructors questioned, only the Mr. Julius A. Elias (Phil.), commented strongly.

Mr. Elias felt that the results of the survey should be made public, as is done at Harvard, but that the anonymity of those students answering the questionnaire should be preserved. Under the present system, only the instructors could see the results of his evaluation, but he would know which class had evaluated him. "If you're going to get staked in the back," Mr. Elias said, "it might as well be in the back." All other faculty members contacted either refused to comment at all, or expressed an unwillingness to make a judgment until the tabulated results of the school-wide survey were observed.

(Continued on Page 3)

Professors To Speak Friday At Protest Against Viet War

Tomorrow, for the second time in six months, students will stage an anti-War in Viet Nam vigil in support of the students in Viet Nam. and to call for American intervention in the area. The rally, slated to begin at 12 Noon, will precede a joint Student-Faculty rally in the Grand Ballroom.

Chairman Herman Berliner, chairman of the student portion of the committee, was chiefly responsible for the development of the Evaluation program.

Expect Improvement In Teaching As Result of SG Program

By DON WEINGARTEN

A massive plan for course and teacher evaluation was approved by Student Council last night.

Implementation of the action will commence with the publication sometime in December of a questionnaire affording students an opportunity to anonymously rate their instructors. The tabulated results of the school-wide survey will be sent confidentially to the instructors concerned, each instructor receiving only his own evaluation.

Circulation and processing of the form, which was adapted from a proposed questionnaire drafted in 1949, will be directed by the Ad Hoc Student-Faculty Course and Teacher Evaluation Committee, with Professor Louis Long (Student Services) and Herman Berliner as Faculty and Student chairmen, respectively.

A student directory (a pamphlet reporting the results of the survey) will not be published; only the teachers concerned will know how they have rated. The committee feels that, as this is hopefully only the beginning of a larger program, it is desirable at first to establish the value of the questionnaire. It is felt that the professors will be more favorably inclined to distribute the surveys if the first results are kept confidential. Such distribution is voluntary, and left to the instructor’s discretion.

Secondly, the results might be helpful in instructors who would become apprised of their weak points and might be able to strengthen them.

A motion to publish a student handbook this term was defeated.

(Continued on Page 2)

Plan To Halt Exploitation of Southern Workers Outlined In Address By Civil Rights Leader

By BYRNE ALBRANSE and MARK BRODY

A new program to better the conditions of 5 million people in the Southern Mountains who are "stunted and trapped," while their "exploiters are not doing anything about it," was outlined here last Thursday.

Speaking on the Southern Mountain Project of the Southern Conference Education Fund (SCEF), Carl Braden, a noted civil rights leader, declared that they were "organizing poor whites and Negroes together so they can't be divided up and pitched against one another as in the past."

Mr. Braden and his co-speak- er Carol Stevens, who is coordinator of the Appalachian Economic and Political Action Con-


**Appalachian Conference**

(Continued from Page 1)

The program of AEPAC calls for post war works programs including the building of roads, houses, flood controls, schools, hospitals, libraries, parks, play grounds, cultural and recreational centers, and the establishment of Permanent Unemployment Pay (PUP) of $60 per week for people who are out of work until employment is found for them.

The cost of this program would be approximately 11 billion dollars per year which could be taken "off the 52 billion being spent for war this year," he asserted.

While he doesn't know "what's going to happen when the real red baiting and Negro baiting begins," Braden feels confident that in the mountain people's opinion to aristocracy and their feeling for freedom.

" Interracialism is not possible under a system of exploitation which requires the playing off of one group against another," he declared. While the limited goals of the AEPAC are a "sort of normalcy," the tradition of which "still prevails in the moun tains," he asserted that the ultimate outcome "must be a change to a new economic system in which everyone is equal."

"If the ultimate outcome is socialism, so much the better," he concluded.

**Evaluation...**

(Continued from Page 1)

of by a vote of 4-10 in Council.

Part III is composed of four sections, each of which contains several questions. Part I, entitled "Course Evaluation," solicits student opinion on the courses at the school, in a general way, and of the textbook and outside readings. Part II, "Evaluation of Instructor's Teaching," deals with various criteria of actual classroom performance, such as knowledge of subject matter and quality of class.

Part III is a more general statement of the views expressed in Part II. The form concludes with a section on "Background Information" on the student, and a "Free Response Area," posing three questions to be answered at length in any form.

Answer sheets (except for the Free Response Section) will be tabulated by IBM machines. The free responses for each instructor will be sent directly to him; this section of the questionnaire will be voluntary, should the student be wary of having his handwriting tabulated by machines.

Cost to the Student Government will be $1,050 for the printing of 40,000 question and answer sheets. Cost of processing, distributing, printing of results will be paid by the College.

--Dr. Louis G. Miller

**Appalachian Conference**

(Continued from Page 1)

The program of AEPAC calls for post war works programs including the building of roads, houses, flood controls, schools, hospitals, libraries, parks, play grounds, cultural and recreational centers, and the establishment of Permanent Unemployment Pay (PUP) of $60 per week for people who are out of work until employment is found for them.

The cost of this program would be approximately 11 billion dollars per year which could be taken "off the 52 billion being spent for war this year," he asserted.

While he doesn't know "what's going to happen when the real red baiting and Negro baiting begins," Braden feels confident that in the mountain people's opinion to aristocracy and their feeling for freedom.

" Interracialism is not possible under a system of exploitation which requires the playing off of one group against another," he declared. While the limited goals of the AEPAC are a "sort of normalcy," the tradition of which "still prevails in the moun tains," he asserted that the ultimate outcome "must be a change to a new economic system in which everyone is equal."

"If the ultimate outcome is socialism, so much the better," he concluded.

**Tuition...**
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The rally will be supported by Student Government, Interfraternity Council, and House Plan Association. All clubs have been asked to cancel meetings that would normally take place during that 12 to 2 PM period.

In addition to Lindsay and Beam, President Gallagher, SG President Colvin, and a member of the Alumni Association will address the rally.

Outcry urges all students to attend. "We are not going to give up. The 5,000 students we expect to march will demonstrate the strong feeling that the student body of the City University has for the cause of free tuition. And we will win."
**PHI LAMB RUSH PARTY**
OCTOBER 15 at 8 PM
122 East 55th Street, Brooklyn

**WE’RE THE GREATEST**
Is this anyway to brag about a fraternity?
You bet it is when you’re
**KAPPA PHI OMEGA**
**THE BROOKLYN-QUEENS FRATERNITY**
See what we mean at our rush with live band.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 at 8:30 PM — 85 Flatbush Ave., Bklyn.

**PHI SIGMA DELTA**
Would like to thank
**SAJA**
for not singing
**MELANCHOLY BABY**

Prof. John McDermott, Ed. of Viet Report
Will speak on the Geneva Agreements and their implications for
the future of Vietnam, 218 E. 18th St., Tuesday, Oct. 19 at 8 PM.
Free Admission. **Ansiestis of N.Y.S.D.S.**
Tel, YU 2-5410

**JOBS ABROAD GUARANTEED**
BRUSSELS: The International Student Information Service announced
that 800 students will be accepted in 1966 from an anticipated 6,000 ap­
plicants.
In the past four years ISIS has placed
more than 1,500 students in jobs
abroad, year-round and summer.
The first edition of their 32-page mag­
zine JOBS ABROAD is packed with
on-the-spot photos, stories and infor­
mation about your job abroad.
Learn how ISIS guarantees you a job
abroad anytime of the year.
Read how to cover your expenses of
a thrilling trip abroad for: FUN;
CULTURE; PAY; LANGUAGE;
TRAVEL.
For your copy of Jobs Abroad, air
mail $1.00 to: ISIS, 133 rue Hotel des
Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

**Reaction...**
(Continued from Page 1)
after having sent the form.
President Buell G. Gallagher,
however, declared himself firmly
in support of the survey, terming
it a “very worthwhile project.” I
am happy,” the President contin­
cued, “to learn that it is being
worked out in cooperation with
the academic deans concerned.”
President Gallagher also ex­
pressed his appreciation to the
Student Government for having
initiated the project.

**PHI SIGMA DELTA**
INVITE ALL
FRESHMEN TO THEIR
PARTY SMOKER
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15
This will be our last Open Rush social.
8:00 PM
REFRESHMENTS
LIVE BAND
124 W. 179th St.
Bronx, New York

**IOTA ALPHA PI**
National Fraternity
**BETA SIGMA RHO**
National Fraternity

**Invite You To Their Joint-Rush**
"BIRTHDAY BLOWOUT"
FRIDAY, OCT. 15th
8 PM
27 HAMILTON TERRACE
Help Celebrate the 55th Anniversary of RSB National and the 4th Anniversary of its C.C.N.Y. Chapter.

**ALPHA MU PHI**
Invites all Freshmen to its
OPEN RUSH SMOKER
On FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 at 8:30 PM
*
Entertainment - Refreshments
*
124 Dyckman St., Upper Manhattan
10 9-9517

**Alpha MU PHI**
Invites all Freshmen to its
OPEN RUSH SMOKER
On FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 at 8:30 PM
*
Entertainment - Refreshments
*
124 Dyckman St., Upper Manhattan
10 9-9517
Boaters Lose To FDU, Officials; Three Beaver Scores Disallowed

It will be forever after known as "The Great Soccer Robbery." While not as famous as the Great Train Robbery or as exciting as the Brinks Robbery, it will, nevertheless, be long remembered by the two hundred spectators who witnessed it. The College's soccer team lost to Fairleigh Dickinson University 2-1, Tuesday, but you'll never convince the Beaver historians that they were defeated honestly.

The Lavender scored one goal which counted and three which didn't. The leatherhead was the disallowance of what apparently was the tying goal with twenty seconds left. Beaver forward Steve Goldman was standing on the sideline when he passed the ball in. Therefore the official blew his whistle and stopped play. However, Cliff Bono knocked the ball into the net past FDU goalie Roger Lucks. It was the third goal of the day for the Lavender man, which the officials had thrown out.

There were several other near misses for the Beavers who clearly held their own against a supposedly superior FDU squad. In the second period, right halfback Jim Marino fired a shot which hit the top part of the goal post and bounced away.

The game started off with some rough play by both teams with the officials having to warn the two coaches that further incidents of the same type would lead to the banishment of the officials.

The Beavers drew first blood in the game when, at 2:50 of the second quarter, left halfback Danny Goldstein led by Goldstein, whom coach George Glasgow calls "better than ever," appears to be one of their finest. For this reason, the Lavender have nothing to be ashamed of in going down to such a close defeat.

KAPPA RHO TAU

Hmmm... DELTA PHI OMEGA?

Why wonder? Why not find out.

Come to our Smoker, OCTOBER 15 at 8:30 PM
704 SIXTH AVENUE (23rd St.)

TAU DELTA PHI

No. 1 in Scholarship in the Country

Annnounces its 110th Semi-Annual
DINNER-SMOKE3R

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1965 at 6:30 PM
Alpha Chapter 34 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1965

Vicki Nam...

Stanley Plesent, General Counsel and Congressional Liaison for the United States Information Agency, will speak today on "U.S. Psychological Effort in Viet Nam" at 12:30 PM in Room 217 Finley.

Doremus Au-Go-Go Presents:

Donato Doremus, Cannibal and the Left Overs, and others; at its Gala Open House — October 15th.
107-109 E. Burmude Ave., Rk. - 1/2 Blooms W. of Grand Concourse

A CASE OF PERRIDANTITIS

85 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn
Poor Dan gets a quiver when he hears Susanne River, Our Peri is taking his life, With her lovely wonder, it is easy to fall under, We hope Dan's inflected for wife.

Best wishes and congratulations from the Musical Comedy Society upon the engagement of Perri and Danny.

STUDENT ZIONIST ORG.

of Hillel presents

Arab-Israel conflict: NEXT ROUND
with Stanley Greenberg
TODAY at 12:30 PM at Hillel, 475 W. 140th